I'd put the comfort to learning modern neuroscience also finds this brainwave of consciousness.

Neuroscience is the study of how humans think. A generation ago, serious enquirer about the ‘self’ wondered if they would ever be able to talk about consciousness. Now, to be sure, there are many studies going on in the neuroscience field. It is just the tip of the iceberg. There’s much more to come.

I’ve spoken to a couple of young women and one of them was a consultant and the other was a psychologist on the core of consciousness. She’s an increased level of awareness; it stimulates pattern recognition. This research was affirmed a few years ago when I was a guest at the Australian National University’s Centre for the Mind, under the direction of Allan Snyder, a recent winner of the prestigious Marconi Prize. After being roused with tRMS, some of Dr. Snyder’s human subjects exhibited savant-like abilities. Although extraordinary mental prowess tends to linger for only a brief time, the application of tRMS can establish all the difference in a crisis or even perhaps a Stanley Cup winning goal.

FUTURE SAVVY

Have you ever made an intuitive leap? Went by the gut? That’s what it’s all about: Giving people a chance to think. That’s their edge, he continued. “They’re more sensitive to subtle changes in the immediate environment” and perhaps beyond a means which currently cannot be accounted for scientifically. “They may call it ‘intuition’ or good business sense or a hunch. But the point is people have special capabilities that allow them access to what is not happening in time. And those insights are utilized to make money.”

The immediate future for Persinger and other neuroscientists investigating the affects of tRMS on the human central nervous system points toward a technology that extends the reach of ordinary perception. When it reads like the stuff of science-fiction, the scientific facts suggest “the average person in the next 10 to 20 years will have the mental abilities of that exceptional business man.” That is the kind of decision-making ability that is needed in the 21st century. That’s their edge, he continued. “They’re more sensitive to subtle changes in the immediate environment” and perhaps beyond a means which currently cannot be accounted for scientifically. “They may call it ‘intuition’ or good business sense or a hunch. But the point is people have special capabilities that allow them access to what is not happening in time. And those insights are utilized to make money.”
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